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Disclaimer

The examples used in these Trademark Clearinghouse Guidelines are used for illustrative pur-
poses only.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background and objectives

These Trademark Clearinghouse Guidelines (these “Clearinghouse Guidelines”) will serve as 
a guideline for Trademark Holders and Trademark Agents to inform them about the eligibility 
requirements for inclusion of trademarks in the Clearinghouse and participation in sunrise and 
claims services.  These Clearinghouse Guidelines, drafted based on ICANN’s requirements as 
specified in the gTLD Applicant Guidebook, provide an overview of the eligibility requirements 
and what type of marks may be accepted for inclusion in the Clearinghouse.  

These Clearinghouse Guidelines supplement the Clearinghouse Validation Terms and Condi-
tions, that will be made available at www.trademark-clearinghouse.com (the “Clearinghouse 
Validation Terms and Conditions”).  All capitalized terms that are not defined herein have the 
meaning given to such terms in the Clearinghouse Validation Terms and Conditions.  

1.2. Modifications and Updates

These Clearinghouse Guidelines are subject to change.  Trademark Holders and Trademark 
Agents should regularly check to be sure they are complying with the most recent version of 
these Clearinghouse Guidelines. The applicable version will be published on the Clearinghouse 
Website: www.trademark-clearinghouse.com (hereinafter the “Website”). 

1.3. Scope

The Clearinghouse will accept and verify the following intellectual property rights: (i) nationally 
or regionally or registered trademarks; (ii) court-validated marks; and (iii) marks protected by 
statute or treaty.  The verified trademark data will support both trademark claims and sunrise 
services required for all new gTLDs.  In addition, the Clearinghouse may accept and verify other 
types of marks upon the request of registries.

If other types of marks are accepted at a registry’s request, additional guidelines concerning 
these marks will be published on the Website.  

The Clearinghouse’s role does not extend to any intellectual property rights which cannot be 
represented within the technical limitations of the Domain Name System (“DNS”), and explicitly 
does not include patents, designs, know-how or trade secrets.  

It is important to note that inclusion in the Clearinghouse is not proof of any right, nor does it 
create any legal rights.  The Clearinghouse is a repository of verified rights information. 

http://www.trademark-clearinghouse.com
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1.4. Participants 

1.4.1.	 Trademark	Holder

Trademark Holders are the individuals or entities and their designees (such as licensees or 
assignees) that have, or desire to have, their eligible trademark rights included in the Clearing-
house. A Trademark Holder can submit a Trademark Record on its own behalf or can submit a 
Trademark Record through a Trademark Agent as described below.  

1.4.2.	 	Trademark	Agent

Trademark Agents are entities or individuals that  act on behalf of Trademark Holders in order 
to submit and maintain Trademark Records on behalf of the Trademark Holders.  In addition, the 
Trademark Agents will receive notifications regarding the sunrise services or trademark claims 
services on behalf of the Trademark Holders. Instructions as to how to become a Trademark 
agent will be published on our Website.

Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent will have access to the applicable Trademark Records, 
and if applicable, to the Signed Mark Data (SMD) file. An SMD file is generated once the sunrise 
eligibility requirements are fulfilled, which enables the registration of a domain name label 
within a new gTLD (extension) during a Sunrise Period subject to the applicable registry policy. 
The SMD file may be used by the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent to request a sunrise 
registration; however, allocation of a sunrise registration occurs at the determination of the 
registry.
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2. SUBMISSION OF TRADEMARKS AND 
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

2.1. Introduction

The Clearinghouse must obtain sufficient information to confirm the validity of submitted 
Trademarks.  In order to confirm the validity of Trademarks, the relevant information must 
be provided according to the type of Trademark. An overview of the required information is 
included in the following sections.

The Clearinghouse may request additional documentary evidence in order to verify the provided 
information. In some cases, documentary evidence is mandatory (e.g., a copy of the court’s deci-
sion for a court-validated mark).  

The following sections describe the information that is mandatory and optional for each type 
of mark.

2.2. Registered trademarks

2.2.1.	 General

A registered trademark is a nationally or regionally (i.e., multi-nationally) registered mark on 
the principal or primary register in the mark’s jurisdiction.

This means that the trademark in question must have national effect and be registered at the 
time it is submitted for verification.  The following are not considered registered trademarks 
and will not be eligible for inclusion in the Clearinghouse:

5P Trademark applications;

5P Trademarks registered by a city, state, province, or sub-national region;

5P International trademark applications made via the Madrid system unless the underly-
ing  basic trademark registration  has national effect;

5P Registered marks that were subject to successful invalidation, cancellation, opposition, 
or rectification proceedings.

The following are not considered registered trademarks but might be eligible for inclusion in 
the Clearinghouse under another type of trademark:

5P Well-known or famous trademarks, unless they are also registered;

5P Unregistered (including common law) trademark;

5P Court-validated marks;

5P Marks protected under statute or treaty;

5P Other marks that constitute intellectual property.
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2.2.2.	 Information	to	be	provided

In general, the following information must be submitted to the Clearinghouse in order to verify 
a trademark record that relates to a registered trademark:

5P Name of the mark corresponds to the name of the registered trademark itself;

5P Registration number corresponds with the registration number as provided by the 
trademark office;

5P Registration date corresponds with the date on which the registered trademark was 
registered [format: YYYY-MM-DD];

5P Application number (not mandatory) corresponds with the application number as 
provided by the trademark office;

5P Application date (not mandatory) corresponds with the date on which the trademark 
was applied for [format: YYYY-MM-DD];

5P Jurisdiction corresponds with the national or regional territory in which the registered 
trademark is protected;

5P Expiration date (not mandatory) corresponds with the date on which the registered 
trademark expires [format: YYYY-MM-DD];

5P Description of goods and services class corresponds with the Nice classification of the 
goods and/or services for which a registered trademark is protected;

5P Detailed description of goods and services corresponds with the exact description of 
the goods and services for which a registered trademark is protected;

5P Status of the  Trademark Holder (owner/licensee/assignee) corresponds to the capac-
ity of the Trademark Holder that is submitting the Trademark Record;

5P Organization corresponds with the name of the Trademark Holder when the Trade-
mark Holder is company or an organization;

5P Full name corresponds with the name of the Trademark Holder when the Trademark 
Holder is an individual;

5P Address of the Trademark Holder corresponds with the full address (i.e. street, city, 
postal code, country of residence) of the Trademark Holders as recorded with the trade-
mark office; and

5P Contact information of the Trademark Holder corresponds to the phone/fax number 
of the Trademark Holder.

2.2.3.	 Proof	of	use/	Additional	information	related	to	Sunrise	Eligibility	
Requirements

Users may opt in for the sunrise services when submitting a registered trademark. In this case, 
the user shall be required to provide a submission for verification of proof of use. 

The submission for verification of proof of use must contain two elements: 

5P a signed declaration of use and

5P a single sample of proof of use. 
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The Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent must upload these documents into the Clearing-
house interface. These documents are mandatory for participation in sunrise services.  

5P A signed declaration of use

A signed declaration by the Trademark Holder must be submitted. This document can 
be downloaded from the Website and must be duly signed by the Trademark Holder.  
A sample is provided below:

[Name of submitting party] hereby certifies that the information submitted to the 
Clearinghouse is, to the best of [Name of submitting party] knowledge, complete and 
accurate, that the trademarks set forth in this submission are currently in use in the manner 
set forth in the accompanying specimen, in connection with the class of goods or services 
specified when this submission was made to the Clearinghouse; that this information is 
not being presented for any improper purpose; and that if, at any time, the information 
contained in this submission is no longer accurate, the [Name of submitting party] will 
notify the Clearinghouse within a reasonable time of that information which is no longer 
accurate, and to the extent necessary, provide that additional information necessary for the 
submission to be accurate. Furthermore, if any Clearinghouse-verified mark subsequently 
becomes abandoned by the Trademark Holder, the Trademark Holder will notify the 
Clearinghouse within a reasonable time that the mark has been abandoned, or has been the 
subject of successful opposition, invalidation, cancellation, or rectification proceedings.

5P A single sample of proof of use

The range of samples accepted to support verification of proof of use by the Clearing-
house is intended to be flexible to accommodate practices from multiple jurisdictions. 

In establishing the list of accepted samples, the guiding principle that has been used 
is that a sample should be an item that evidences an effort on behalf of the Trademark 
Holder to communicate to a consumer so that the consumer can distinguish the prod-
ucts or services of one from those of another. 

Accordingly, examples of acceptable evidence include items from either of the follow-
ing categories: 

1. Labels, tags, or containers from a product; or

2. Advertising and marketing materials (including brochures, pamphlets, catalogues, 
product manuals, displays or signage, press releases, screen shots, or social media 
marketing materials). 

Physical copies of samples are not required. Links, copies, or photographic submissions 
will be acceptable.

Examples of acceptable evidence will be provided in the addendum to these Guidelines.

Examples of samples that would not be accepted as adequate proof of use include: 

1. Inclusion of a trademark in a domain name;

2. Email messages;
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3. Licenses to use a trademark or applications for business licenses that include the 
trademark as part of the business name; or

4. Business cards.

The sample submitted must contain the complete name of the registered trademark as 
recorded in the Trademark Records and as verified.  The Clearinghouse will not assume 
the role of making determinations on the scope of rights associated with a recorded 
trademark or the labels it can generate.

2.2.4.	 Documentary	evidence

The Clearinghouse may request the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent to submit additional 
documentary evidence, such as an article of incorporation in the event of an address change, if 
it determines that information is missing or is incorrect. In addition to the above, the following 
documents should be provided when applicable:

5P Licensee declaration

A license declaration must be provided when 1) the Trademark Holder or Trademark 
Agent has indicated that he/she is a licensee of a trademark and 2) the license of the 
trademark has not been recorded with the relevant trademark office. A template can 
be downloaded from the Website. The actual license agreement will not be required. 
Only the complete and signed template license declaration should be provided.

5P Assignee declaration

An assignee declaration should be provided when 1) the Trademark Holder or Trademark 
Agent has indicated that he/she is an assignee of a trademark and 2) the assignment 
of the trademark has not yet been recorded by the trademark office. A template can 
be downloaded from the Website.

Other documents

5P Copy of an official trademark certificate 

In most cases, the information provided in a Trademark Record is verified against the 
official trademark office’s online database. If the trademark is registered in a jurisdic-
tion where such online database is not accessible, the Trademark Holder or Trademark 
Agent must submit a copy of the official trademark certificate related to that specific 
trademark.  An overview of the jurisdictions for which an online database is available 
will be provided in an addendum to these Guidelines.

5P Copy of the renewal request of the trademark  

A copy of the renewal request for a trademark must be provided when the trademark 
registration period will expire during the term for which a Trademark Record is sub-
mitted to the Clearinghouse.
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In the event that one would forget to submit any of the documents and the Clearinghouse can-
not verify the provided information, the Clearinghouse will request the submitting party to pro-
vide these documents within 20 calendar days prior to taking a final determination to accept a 
Trademark Record. In the event that no documents have been provided, the Trademark Record 
will not be accepted.

2.2.5.	 Exceptions	

As provided in the gTLD Applicant Guidebook, the following registered trademarks will not be 
accepted by the Clearinghouse.

5P A registered trademark that includes a top level extension, for example, trademarks 
such as “icann.org” or “.icann”

5P Any registered trademark starting with or containing a “dot” (.) (e.g., the trademark 
“deloitte.” as below will not be accepted)

 

5P Any registered trademark that does not contain any letters, words, numerals or DNS-
valid characters.

2.3. Court validated marks

2.3.1.	 General

Court validated marks refer to a mark that has been validated by a court of law or other judicial 
proceeding at the national level, such as unregistered (common law) marks and/or well-known 
marks.

In the case of a mark validated by judicial proceedings, the judicial authority must have existed 
as a competent jurisdiction as of the date of the order or judgment.  Any referenced authority 
must have the indicia of authenticity and must on its face confer the specified rights (i.e., the 
documentation must be sufficient to show validation of the mark without the need for the 
Clearinghouse to consult outside resources).

The following marks are not considered court-validated marks and will not be eligible for inclu-
sion in the Clearinghouse:

5P Trademark applications;

5P US state trademarks;

5P International trademark applications made via the Madrid system

5P Registered trademarks that were subject to successful invalidation, cancellation or 
rectification proceedings
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The following are not considered court-validated marks but might be eligible for inclusion in 
the Clearinghouse under another type of trademark:

5P Registered trademarks;

5P Marks protected under statute or treaty;

5P Other marks that constitute intellectual property.

2.3.2.	 Information	to	be	provided	to	the	Clearinghouse

The following information needs to be submitted to the Clearinghouse in order to verify a record 
that relates to a court-validated mark:

5P Name of the mark corresponds to the name of the mark as indicated by the court order;

5P Reference number corresponds to the number of the court order;

5P Date of protection corresponds to date of which the decision of the court order was 
taken or published;

5P Country corresponds to country in which the court order is applicable;

5P Description of goods and services corresponds to the goods and/or services for which 
the mark is protected;

5P Court name corresponds to the official title of the court where the court order has 
been taken;

5P Court order corresponds to the copy of the official court order itself;

5P Status of the  Trademark Holder (owner/licensee/assignee) corresponds to the capac-
ity of the Trademark Holder that is submitting the Trademark Record;

5P Organization corresponds with the name of the Trademark Holder when the Trade-
mark Holder is company or an organization;

5P Full name corresponds with the name of the Trademark Holder when the Trademark 
Holder is an individual;

5P Address of the Trademark Holder corresponds with the full address (i.e. street, city, 
postal code, country of residence) of the Trademark Holders as recorded with the trade-
mark office; and

5P Contact information of the Trademark Holder corresponds to the phone/fax number 
of the Trademark Holder.

All of the requested information is mandatory.

2.3.3.	 Documentary	evidence

As described above, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent is obligated to upload a copy of 
the official court order on which the corresponding mark is based. 

In addition to the above, the following documents should be provided when applicable:
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5P Licensee declaration 

A license declaration must be provided when 1) the Trademark Holder has indicated 
that he/she is a licensee of a mark. A template can be downloaded from the Website.

5P Assignee declaration 

An assignee declaration should be provided when 1) the Trademark Holder or Trade-
mark Agent has indicated that he/she is an assignee of a mark. A template can be 
downloaded from the Website.

In the event that one would forget to submit any of the documents and the Clearinghouse cannot 
verify the provided information or other documents need to be provided, the Clearinghouse will 
request to provide these documents within 20 calendar days after the moment of verification 
and prior to taking a final determination to accept a Trademark Record. In the event that no 
documents have been provided, the Trademark Record will not be accepted.

2.3.4.	 Exceptions	

The following, even if court-validated, will not be accepted by the Clearinghouse:

5P Any court validated mark that includes a top level extensions such as “icann.org” or 
“.icann”;

5P Any court validated trademark mark starting with a “dot” (.) or containing a “dot” (.);

5P Any court validated mark that does not contain any letters, words, numerals, or DNS-
valid characters; and

5P Any state or city court-validated mark.

2.4. Marks protected by statute or treaty

2.4.1.	 General

For marks protected by statute or treaty, the relevant statute or treaty must be in effect at the 
time the mark is submitted to the Clearinghouse for inclusion.  These marks may include but 
are not limited to: geographical indications and designations of origin.

The following marks are not considered marks protected by statute or treaty and will not be 
eligible for inclusion in the Clearinghouse:

5P Trademark applications or applications for protection of a mark;

5P Well-known or famous trademarks, unless also protected by a statue or treaty;

5P US state trademarks;

5P International trademark applications made via the Madrid system 

5P Registered trademarks that were subject to successful invalidation, cancellation, oppo-
sition or rectification proceedings;
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The following are not considered court-validated marks but might be eligible for inclusion in 
the Clearinghouse under another type of trademark:

5P Registered trademarks;

5P Unregistered (including common law) trademarks;

5P Court validated marks;

5P Other marks that constitutes intellectual property.

Note that, for purposes of sunrise eligibility, a mark must be specifically protected by a statute 
or treaty currently in effect and that was in effect on or before 26 June 2008.

2.4.2.	 Information	to	be	provided	to	the	Clearinghouse

The following information has to be provided to the Clearinghouse:

5P Name of the mark corresponds to the name of the mark protected under statute or 
treaty;

5P Reference number corresponds to the serial number of the mark if applicable;

5P Date of protection corresponds to the date on which protection was granted;

5P Country corresponds to the country in which the mark was granted protection;

5P Description of goods and services corresponds to the goods and/or services for which 
the mark is granted protection;

5P Title of statute or treaty corresponds to the title of statute or treaty;

5P Jurisdiction corresponds to a national territory in which the statute or treaty is appli-
cable;

5P Date of execution corresponds to date that the statute or treaty was in full force and 
effect;

5P Status of the  Trademark Holder (owner/licensee/assignee) corresponds to the capac-
ity of the Trademark Holder that is submitting the Trademark Record;

5P Organization corresponds with the name of the Trademark Holder when the Trade-
mark Holder is a company or an organization;

5P Full name correspond with the name of the Trademark Holder when the Trademark 
Holder is an individual;

5P Address of the Trademark Holder corresponds with the full address (i.e. street, city, 
postal code, country of residence) of the Trademark Holders as recorded with the mark 
office; and

5P Contact information of the Trademark Holder corresponds to the phone/fax number 
of the Trademark Holder.

2.4.3.	 Documentary	evidence

Documentary evidence is generally not required for marks protected by statute or treaty be-
cause this information is accessible through official online databases. The Clearinghouse might, 
however, request Trademark Holders or Trademark Agents to submit documentary evidence in 
the event that information is missing in order to perform the verification, for example: 
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5P Copy of the treaty or statute

A copy of the treaty or statue may be requested if the Clearinghouse is unable to re-
trieve the treaty or statute as indicated in the Trademark Record.

5P Copy of the certificate if applicable

In some cases, the treaty or statute refers to protection of marks in general, with certain 
eligibility requirements and an official authority that has right to certify certain marks 
that qualify under the statue or treaty. In the event there is no online database, a copy 
of such certification needs to be provided (e.g., certificate of designation of origin).

In addition to the above, the following documents should be provided when applicable:

5P Licensee declaration

A licensee declaration must be provided when the Trademark Holder or Trademark 
Agent has indicated that he/she is a licensee of a trademark. A template can be down-
loaded from the Website.

5P Assignee declaration

An assignee declaration should be provided when the Trademark Holder or Trademark 
Agent has indicated that he/she is an assignee of a mark. A template can be down-
loaded from the Website.

In the event that one would forget to submit any of the documents upon submission of a mark 
and the Clearinghouse cannot verify the provided information, the Clearinghouse will request 
the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent to provide any of the applicable documents within 
20 calendar days after the moment of verification and prior to taking a final determination to 
accept a Trademark Record. In the event that no documents have been provided, the Trademark 
Record will not be accepted.

2.4.4.	 Exceptions

The following will not be accepted by the Clearinghouse, even if protected by statute or treaty:

5P Any mark protected under statute or treaty that includes a top level extensions such 
as “icann.org” or “.icann” as a mark;

5P Any mark protected under statute or treaty starting with or containing a “dot” (.) (e.g., 
the mark “deloitte.” will not be accepted);

5P Any mark protected under statute or treaty that does not contain any letters, words, 
numerals, or DNS-valid characters; and

5P Any mark protected under stature or treaty of which the statute or treaty is only appli-
cable to a certain region, city or state.
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3. LABELS (DOMAIN NAMES)

3.1. Introduction

The Clearinghouse will support sunrise services and trademark claims services offered by gTLD 
registries. 

Sunrise services include: 1) generating an SMD file allowing Trademark Holders or Trademark 
Agents to register domain names matching the labels applicable for a Trademark Record and 
2) providing Trademark Holders or Trademark Agents with Notification of Registered Names 
(NORNs) during the Sunrise Period. (NORNs are notifications sent by the Trademark Clearing-
house to Trademark Holders and Trademark Agents during a Sunrise Period or Trademark Claims 
Period to inform them that a domain name has been registered matching labels included in 
a Trademark Record.)

Identical labels (domain names) are automatically generated on the basis of the name of the 
trademark, according to the Matching Rules as established in the gTLD Applicant Guidebook.

3.2. Identical Match

For purposes of the trademark claims and sunrise services, “Identical Match” means that a do-
main name label is an identical match to the trademark, meaning that the label must consist 
of the complete and identical textual elements of the trademark in accordance with section 
4.2.1 of the Clearinghouse Guidelines.

For example, if the Trademark Holder’s trademark is AB, then the domain name label that is ap-
plicable must be AB for it to be deemed an Identical Match.  If the Trademark Holder’s Trademark 
label is èé, than the identical label is èé and not ee.

[In addition, a domain name containing a plural version of the mark is not considered to be an 
Identical Match.]

3.3. Additions to the Identical Match Rule

When a Trademark contains a special character that cannot be represented in a domain name 
label, the following rules will apply: 

5P Special characters contained within a Trademark that are unable to be used in a 
domain name label may be either: (i) omitted; or (ii) replaced by hyphens.  

5P In addition, special characters “@” and “&” contained within a Trademark may be 
spelled out with appropriate words of the official language(s) of the country/juris-
diction in which the mark is protected. However, in accordance with the ICANN IDN 
Guidelines, labels with mixed scripts will not be generated.
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Example  
Based on hypothetical mark, possible identical matches in the .test TLD could be as follows: 

Hypothetical Trademark Rule Possible Identical Matches in the .test TLD 

ICANN Example A icann-example.test 
icannexample.test 

ICANN-Example A icann-example.test 

Example&Test  
(US trademark) 

B exampletest.test 
example-test.test 
exampleandtest.test 

Example&Test  
(Canadian trademark) 

B exampletest.test 
example-test.test 
exampleandtest.test 
exampleettest.test 

ICANN_Example A icann-example.test 
icannexample.test 

ICANN Example A icann-example.test 
icannexample.test 

Deloitteトーマツ A None
 

3.4. Technical and syntax requirements

In addition to the identical match rules, every domain name label will be generated according 
to DNS standards.  Internationalized domain name (IDN) labels will be generated according to 
IDNA standards and the ICANN IDN Implementation Guidelines.
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4. VERIFICATION GUIDELINES

4.1. Introduction

Upon submission and payment of a Trademark Record, the Trademark Record and the provided 
information will be verified in order to determine whether: 1) all provided information is ac-
curate and complete and 2) the Trademark meets the eligibility requirements as established 
by these Clearinghouse Guidelines.

In the event that it is determined that the Trademark does not meet the eligibility require-
ments or it cannot be determined that the information provided is accurate or complete, the 
Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent, as applicable, will be notified and will be requested to 
correct the Trademark Record or provide additional documentary evidence.

The following section provides Trademark Holders and Trademark Agents with Clearinghouse 
Guidelines as to how it is determined that a Trademark Record contains accurate data and 
meets the requirements of these Clearinghouse Guidelines.

4.2. Applicable to all type of marks

4.2.1.	 Verification	of	the	name	of	the	mark	

In order to determine whether the recorded name of the Trademark is identical to the reported 
name of the Trademark, Deloitte will apply the following rules:

1.	 For a Trademark exclusively consisting of letters, words, numerals and/or special 
characters: 
The recorded name of the mark is an identical match to the reported name 
as long as all characters are included in the Trademark Record provided to the 
Clearinghouse, and in the same order in which they appear on the Trademark 
certificate.

In the event that there is any doubt about the order in which they appear, the description pro-
vided by the trademark office will prevail. In the event no description is provided, such Trade-
marks will be allocated to a Deloitte internal team with thorough knowledge of both national 
and regional trademark law who will conduct independent research on how the Trademark is 
used, e.g., check website, or alternatively request that the Trademark Holder provide additional 
documentary evidence on how the Trademark is used.
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Example:

DealSafe – OHIM DealSafe – US

Trade mark name : DealSafe

Trade mark No : 005744313 

Trade mark basis: CTM

Date of receipt : 26/02/2007

Number of results: 18 of 49

Trademark

Filing date: 26/02/2007

Date of registration: 19/02/2008

Expiry Date: 26/02/2017

Nice Classification: 35, 36  
(> Nice classification)

Trade mark: Individual

Type of mark: Figurative

Vienna Classification: 27.5.1, 29.1.4  
(> Vienna Classification)

Graphic representation

Based on the above trademark, the recorded name of the mark is DealSafe.  In no event would the Clear-
inghouse accept “DEAL”, “SAFE” or “SafeDeal” based on the reported name of the trademark.

Example:

For the above trademark the recorded name of the mark must be recorded as トーマツ.
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2.	 For a Marks that does not exclusively consist of letters, words, numerals, special 
characters 
The recorded name of the Trademark is an identical match to the reported name 
as long as the name of the Trademark includes letters, words, numerals, keyboard 
signs, and punctuation marks (“Characters”) that are:

5P predominant; and
5P clearly separable or distinguishable from the device element; and
5P all predominant characters are included in the Trademark Record submitted to 
the Clearinghouse in the same order they appear in the mark.

In the event that there is any doubt about the order in which the characters appear, the descrip-
tion provided by the Trademark office will prevail. In the event no description is provided, such 
Trademarks will be allocated to a Deloitte internal team of specialists with thorough knowledge 
of both national and regional trademark law who will conduct independent research on how 
the Trademark is used, e.g. check website, or they may request that the Trademark Holder or 
Trademark Agent provide additional documentary evidence on how the Trademark is used.

Examples:

In the first case, the recorded name of the Trademark must be “ICANN Accredited Registrar” (including 
spaces).

In the second example, the reported name of the Trademark must be “ICANN”.

4.2.2.	 Verification	of	the	organization	or	full	name	and	the	address	of	the	Trademark	
Holder	 	 	

The Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should fill in the name of the Trademark Holder 
of the mark and such holder’s address as reflected on the extract, certificate, or document on 
which the protection is based (e.g. the trademark certificate, court order, etc.). The address of 
the Trademark Holder should contain the street name, the postal code, the city and the country, 
as well as any other applicable identifying information as requested.
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Example 
In the excerpt below, one can see highlighted in green the name of the Trademark Holder as well as 
their address. The Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should thus insert in the Clearinghouse as 
name of the Trademark Holder < DELOITTE TOUCHE TOHMATSU > and as address the street name 
<Schutzengasse 1>, as postal code <8001>, as city <Zurich> and as country <Switzerland>.
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4.3. Applicable to registered trademarks

4.3.1.	 Registration	date		

The field <registration date> should contain the date on which the registered trademark was 
registered for the first time by the relevant trademark office.

Example 
In the excerpt below, the registration date (highlighted in green) should be inserted in the field 
<registration date>. The format accepted for the registration date is YYYY-MM-DD, and therefore 
inserted in the field <registration date> <2004-02-12>.

4.3.2.	 Jurisdiction	

The <Jurisdiction> field should contain the country, region and/or locality wherein the registered 
trademark has been protected.

If a regional trademark, such as a Community trademark, a trademark registered at the Benelux 
Office for Intellectual Property Law, the African Regional Intellectual Property Organization, or 
the African Intellectual Property Organization is the basis for the submission, then the user 
must select the relevant regional jurisdiction rather than the name of a member state.
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A trademark registered at the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) can be submit-
ted for inclusion in the Clearinghouse. This will only be accepted if the trademark is valid in all 
the countries designated in the registration of such trademark.

Example 
The example below is an International Trademark registered at the WIPO. When submitting this 
trademark to the Clearinghouse, one would select as <jurisdiction> <WIPO> in the dropdown list and 
not one of the member states for which the protection was requested.
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4.3.3.	 Description	of	the	goods	and	services

When selecting the field <description of goods and service class>, users will be provided with 
various fields. Each field corresponds to a class ranging from 1 to 45. These classes correspond 
to the Nice Classification system, and each class is associated with a brief description. The user 
will select the box(es) corresponding to the classes for which the corresponding trademark is 
registered. The selected classes must correspond with the classes as provided on the trademark 
certificate.

If the trademark certificate does not contain a reference to the Nice Classification, the Trademark 
Holder or Trademark Agent will select the box <not applicable>.

Example  
In the example below one can see highlighted in green the description of the classes and the numbers 
of the Nice classes for which the trademark were registered at the OHIM. As a result, one would select 
the corresponding classes, namely class 9, 35, 36, 42, and 45. 
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4.3.4.	 Detailed	description	of	goods	and	services

The Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent will be able to add in the field <detailed descrip-
tion of goods and services> additional information about the goods and services for which the 
trademark has been registered. The information added should always exactly correspond to 
the information stated in the applicable trademark certificate.

Example  
In the example below one can see highlighted the description of the classes of goods and services 
for which this trademark was registered at the Canadian Intellectual Property Office. The Trademark 
Holder or Trademark Agent should thus insert in the field <detailed description of the goods and 
services> the following information:

<WARES: (1) Computer software for use in performing business administration, human resources, financial 
management, book keeping, auditing, accounting, tax analysis, and database management functions 
and the facilitation of project planning for the design, development, implementation and maintenance 
of computer and information systems. 

SERVICES: (1) Business management; business administration; office functions, namely, book keeping ser-
vices; litigation support services, namely, investigative audits and financial analyses; accounting services; 
auditing services; tax preparation; compliance and consultation services, namely, tax compliance and 
consultation services, business and government management consulting services; consulting services in 
the field of computer based information systems for businesses; consulting services in the field of identifi-
cation, prioritization, analyses, design, development and implementation of computer-based information 
systems for insurance and other financial service business and other industries; technical consulting and 
assistance with computer-based information systems and components thereof; computer consulting 
and assurance services relating to the development of security systems and contingency planning for 
information systems; insurance services and insurance advisory services; financial planning, consulting 
and management services; actuarial services; financial research services in the fields of benefits, busi-
ness interruption and loss determination; financing services; real estate investment services; design and 
development of computer hardware and software; legal services. >
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4.3.5.	 Status	of	the	Trademark	Holder		

1.	 Owner  

In case the name of the organization in the record is identical to the name of the Trademark 
Holder of the trademark, as reflected on the extract or certificate of the trademark office or field, 
<owner> should be selected. If there is no identical match, the user should attribute any of the 
other values as indicated below.

Example  
In the example below, the name of the <owner> will be <Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu>.

 

2.	 Licensee 

If the Trademark Holder is not the owner of the registered trademark, but is a licensee of such 
a trademark, it will be verified whether such license has been recorded by the trademark office. 
If this is not the case, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent must submit a duly completed 
and executed license declaration, and Deloitte will verify that the licensor is indeed the reported 
owner and the licensee is indeed the Trademark Holder.
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3.	  Assignee 

If the Trademark Holder is not the owner of the registered trademark, but is an assignee of such 
registered trademark, it will be verified whether such assignment has been recorded by the 
trademark office. If this is not the case, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent must submit 
a duly completed and executed assignee declaration, and it will be verified that the assignor 
is indeed the reported owner and the assignee is indeed the Trademark Holder as reported in 
the trademark record.

4.3.6.	 Application	number	(field	not	mandatory)

The field <application number> should contain the application number of the current registra-
tion of the trademark.

Example 
In the excerpt below, one can see highlighted in green the application number which should be 
inserted in the field <application number>. The Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should 
therefore insert in the field <application number> < 1204489>.

4.3.7.	 Proof	of	use

If the Trademark Holder of the registered trademark opts for sunrise services, the proof of use 
submitted by the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent will be verified. When examining the 
sample of proof of use submitted by the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent, it will be veri-
fied that the sample submitted is a sample that evidences an effort on behalf of the trademark 
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holder to communicate to a consumer so that the consumer can distinguish the product or 
services of one from those of another.

Accordingly, examples of acceptable evidence would include items from either of the following 
categories: 

1. Labels, tags, or containers from a product. 

2. Advertising and marketing materials (including brochures, pamphlets, catalogues, 
product manuals, displays or signage, press releases, screen shots, or social media 
marketing materials). 

4.3.8.	 Application	date	(field	not	mandatory)

The field <application date> should contain the date on which the trademark was first applied 
for at the corresponding trademark office.

Example 
In the excerpt below, one can see highlighted in green the date on which the trademark was first filled 
at the USPTO and which should be inserted in the field <application date>. The format accepted for 
the registration date is YYYY-MM-DD and the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should therefore 
insert in the field <application date> <2004-02-12>.
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4.3.9.	 Expiration	date	(not	mandatory)

The Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should insert in the field <expiration date> the date 
on which the corresponding trademark registration will expire.

Example  
In the excerpt below, one can see highlighted in green the registration number which should be 
inserted in the field <expiration date>. The format accepted for the expiration date is YYYY-MM-DD 
and the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should therefore insert in the field <expiration date> 
<2013-12-24>.

4.4. Applicable to Court-Validated Marks

4.4.1.	 Reference	number

In the field <reference number>, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should insert the 
reference number of the court order corresponding to the claim of the mark protection.

4.4.2.	 Date	of	protection		

In the field <date of protection>, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should insert the 
date on which the decision protecting the corresponding mark was rendered. The date should 
be in YYYY-MM-DD format.

4.4.3.	 Country	

In the <country> field, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should choose in the drop 
down list of countries the country in which the court which has recognized the corresponding 
mark is located.
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4.4.4.	 Description	of	goods	and	services		

In the field <description of goods and services>, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent 
should insert a description of the goods and services as described by the court which has rec-
ognized the corresponding mark.

4.4.5.	 Court	name		

In the field <court name>, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent must state the name of 
the court which has recognized the corresponding mark.

4.4.6.	 Court	order		

In this field the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent must upload a certified copy of the court 
order on which the corresponding mark is based. The upload of the court order is mandatory. 
The attachment must be provided in a humanly readable PDF or JPEG format. Its size cannot 
exceed one (1) MB.

4.4.7.	 Status	of	the	Trademark	Holder	

1.	 Owner 

If the organization listed as the rights holder for the record is identical to the name of the Trade-
mark Holder of the mark, as reflected in the court order, the field, <owner> should be selected. If 
there is no identical match, the user should attribute any of the other values as indicated below.

2.	 Licensee 

If the Trademark Holder is not the owner of the court validated mark, but is a licensee of such a 
mark, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent must submit a duly completed and executed 
license declaration, and it will be verified that the licensor is indeed the reported owner and 
the licensee is indeed the recorded owner Trademark Holder.

3.	  Assignee 

If the Trademark Holder is not the owner of the court validated mark, but is an assignee of such 
a mark, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent must submit a duly completed and executed 
assignee declaration, and it will be verified that the assignor is indeed the reported owner and 
the assignee is indeed the Clearinghouse recorded Trademark Holder.

4.5. Applicable to Marks protected under statute or treaty

4.5.1.	 Reference	number		

In the field <reference number>, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should insert the 
reference number of the mark protected by statute.
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Example 
In the example below, one can see highlighted in green the reference number as it is stated in the 
statute recognizing the protection to the geographical indication. The Trademark Holder or Trademark 
Agent will thus insert in the field <reference number> the following reference number < 00050863>.

4.5.2.	 Date	of	protection		

The field <date of protection> should contain the date on which the mark was protected by 
statute of treaty was registered.

Example 
In the example below, one can see highlighted in green the date of protection as it is stated in statute 
recognizing the protection to the geographical indication. The Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent 
will thus have to insert in the field <date of protection> the following date < 20121211>.
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4.5.3.	 Country

The field <country> should contain the country wherein the mark has been registered.

Example 
In the example below, the geographical indication is registered for United Kingdom. The Trademark 
Holder or Trademark Agent would thus select the <United Kingdom> in the <country> field and not 
one of the member states.
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4.5.4.	 Description	of	goods	and	services		

In the field <description of goods and services>, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent 
should insert a description of the goods and services as described in the statute recognizing 
the corresponding mark.

Example 
In the example below, one can see highlighted in green the description as it is protected in statute 
recognizing the protection of the geographical indication in question. The Trademark Holder or 
Trademark Agent will thus have to insert the following description in the field <description of goods 
and services>: 
<Scottish Wild Salmon is the name given to the pelagic fish of the species Salmo Salar which are caught at in-
river fisheries and coastal fisheries throughout Scotland and up to 1 500 meters off the Scottish Coast. 
Fresh Scottish Wild Salmon are bright silver, with a dark blue back and firm, with scales intact. The flesh is firm 
and deep pink. They have a very fresh fish smell and are in excellent condition throughout the season when 
they are moist and full of taste. Scottish Wild Salmon is distinguishable from other Salmon types as it has 
perfect markings, no distortion to its tail, fins or head and has good muscle tone and is firm in texture as a 
result of the distance travelled by the fish. Scottish Wild Salmon is free from artificial coloring or chemicals. 
There is no specific size range as it is a wild product and growth will be affected by the varying conditions. 
However, wild Scottish salmon would normally be 1.5 kg and above and can grow up to 20 kg. The fish are silver 
on the outside and have deep pink firm flesh on the inside. They are sold fresh, whole, and boxed in ice.>
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4.5.5.	 Title	of	the	statute/treaty	

The field <title of the statute/treaty> should contain the reference to the statute or treaty on 
which the protection of the mark is based.

Example 
In the example below, one can see highlighted in green the title of the statute on which the protection 
of the geographical indication is based.

4.5.6.	 Jurisdiction

The field <jurisdiction> should contain the national territory in which the statute or treaty is 
applicable.  

Example 
In the example below, one can see highlighted in green that the treaty is protected in the European 
Union. The Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent should thus choose any country of the European 
Union.
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4.5.7.	 Date	of	execution

The field <date of execution> should contain the date on which the statute or the treaty on 
which the mark protected by the statute or treaty is based came into force. 

Example 
In the example below, one can see highlighted in green the publication date on the basis of which the 
date execution of the statute on which the protection of the geographical indication is based should 
be calculated and in yellow the delay to add to the publication to calculate the date of protection. The 
date of publication is the 04.04.2012 and the entry into force of the statute occurs on the twentieth 
day following the date of publication. The date to be inserted in the field <date of protection> should 
thus be the <20120424>.

4.5.8.	 Status	of	the	Trademark	Holder		

1.	 Owner 

If the organization listed as the rights holder for the record is identical to the name of the Trade-
mark Holder of the mark protected under statute or treaty, as reflected in the statute or treaty, 
the field, <owner> should be selected. If there is no identical match, the user should attribute 
any of the other values as indicated below.
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2.	 Licensee 

If the Trademark Holder is not the owner of the mark protected under statute or treaty, but is 
a licensee of such a mark, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent must submit a duly com-
pleted and executed license declaration, and Deloitte will verify that the licensor is indeed the 
reported owner and the licensee is indeed the recorded Trademark Holder.

3.	  Assignee 

If the Trademark Holder is not the owner of the mark protected under statute or treaty, but 
is an assignee of such a mark, the Trademark Holder or Trademark Agent must submit a duly 
completed and executed assignee declaration, and Deloitte will verify that the assignor is in-
deed the reported owner and the assignee is indeed the Trademark Holder of the recorded mark 
protected under statute or treaty.
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